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Abstract: Environmental noise affects the health and wellbeing of millions of people in Europe.1

Some of the health effects of noise exposure include new cases of ischemic heart disease, chronic2

annoyance, sleep disturbance and premature death. Our home soundscape, which involves negative3

(i.e. noise) but also positive sounds (i.e. restorative sounds), changed drastically during the first4

COVID-19 lockdown. In this context, the Sons al Balcó project is aimed at studying the effect that the5

first lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic has caused on the perception of both positive and6

negative sounds in Catalonia. The hypothesis is that the decrease in outdoor noise, accompanied by7

a rise of a more positive soundscape would have a positive impact on the degree of annoyance in8

the population, increasing wellbeing. We performed a socio-acoustic survey targeting all the citizens9

of Catalonia. The survey included socio-demographic questions as well as questions about 1) the10

quality of the residential soundscape and 2) the individual positive and negative sound perception11

before and during the lockdown for a range of sound sources. Furthermore, the survey allowed the12

participants to upload videos of their residential soundscapes and to characterize several types of13

sounds present during the recordings. More than 350 participants answered the questionnaire. As a14

result, we depicted the first soundscape of Catalonia during the first COVID-19 lockdown. Future15

work will allow us to perform a comparison between both objective (sound and video) and subjective16

(questionnaires) measures, giving us the opportunity to compare aspects never previously studied.17
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1. Introduction19

Year after year, environmental noise causes more than 48,000 new cases of ischeamic heart disease20

and around 12,000 deaths in Europe [1]. Even more, it has been proofed that it generates chronic high21

annoyance to more than 22 million people, and chronic sleep disturbance to more than 6.5 million [2].22

These health estimates are based on the last WHO report [1], which by means of several health-related23

studies, with a certain focus on annoyance [3], presents recommendations regarding the equivalent24

levels of noise that should not be exceeded to protect health.25

After the COVID-19 pandemic was detected in Wuhan (China), the World Health Organization26

declared a public emergency on January 30th 2020 [4]. Authorities is most European Countries27

responded by implementing lockdowns, facilities closures and travel restrictions [5], to try to avoid28

contagion. In Spain, and during the March-April-May 2020 lockdown, the soundscape of our cities29
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changed drastically [6,7] due to the decrease of the activities usually happening in the street. All the30

noise [8] associated with regular activities outdoors became almost nonexistent. Noise from traffic31

[9–12], railway noise, port noise [13], airport noise [14] and leisure-related noise [15] were substantially32

reduced in most of the analyzed cities [16–18], and even in quiet residential areas [19]. Nevertheless,33

everything seems to come back to normal after the harder episodes of the pandemic, and most of the34

cities around Europe have come back to their original noise levels in the street [20], maybe losing the35

opportunity to improve the noise impact on people.36

In our project ’Sons al Balcó’[21] we aim to study the effect of the lockdown due to the COVID-1937

pandemic caused on the perception of the street noise in Catalonia by means of a Citizen Science38

proposal. Other similar projects have been conducted in the United Kingdom [22], Italy [23–25] in New39

York City [26] even worldwide with the goal of registering the exceptional soundscape conditions in all40

the cities [27]. The starting hypothesis is that noise coming from outdoor (road traffic, railway, plane,41

and leisure noise), decreased by the lockdown, could be associated with a higher well-being of people.42

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes briefly the methodology followed to43

collect the participatory samples from volunteers. Section 3 describes the preliminary results of the44

questionnaires and finally, Section 4 reflects the conclusions of this preliminary evaluation of the45

opinions of the volunteers.46

2. Methods47

During the COVID-19 lockdown, we performed a socio-acoustic digital participatory survey48

implemented in LimeSurvey [28] and distributed through the social media and press to all citizens of49

Catalonia. The survey included questions about socio-demographics, the quality of the residential50

soundscape and the individual positive and negative perception of noise experienced from home51

before and during the lockdown. Furthermore, the survey allowed participants to upload videos of52

their residential soundscapes and to characterize several types of sounds sources appearing in the53

video. The sound source categories that can be marked by the user include: car traffic, trains, airplanes,54

industry, construction, commercial activities, leisure, neighbours, pets, birds, water-related sounds55

and vegetation. The survey was implemented using the LimeSurvey platform [28]. This platform does56

not only allow for the creation of online question-and-answer surveys with a wide variety of response57

formats, but their source code is also available so to be deployed in your own server. Specifically, we58

contracted an Amazon EC2 cloud computing instance running a Bitnami Stack for Limesurvey 4.2.3-059

on Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS. See [21] for more details about the survey conducted.60

3. Results and Discussion61

In total, 365 volunteers from 132 different locations completed the questionnaire and uploaded62

their video. As a result, we depicted the first soundscape of Catalonia during the COVID-19 lockdown.63

Figure 1. Overall assessment of the sound environment before and during the lockdown.

As we can observe in Figure 1, the 16.4% of the respondents found their sound environment64

“Very good” before the lockdown. Notably, the proportion of respondents who found their sound65

environment “Very good” during the lockdown was 63.4%. The difference in the “Good” category was66

not as large as in the “Very good” category. Before the lockdown, the proportion of respondents who67
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considered their sound environment “Good” was 38.5%, in comparison with the 29.8% of respondents68

who considered that their sound environment was “Good” during the lockdown. Finally, we also found69

a large difference in the “Not bad/No good” category. 27.3% of the respondents found their sound70

environment “Not bad/Not good” before the lockdown. However, the proportion of respondents71

who found their sound environment “Not bad/Not good” during the lockdown was 4.9%. For the72

remaining categories, the difference before and during the lockdown was similar as in the “Good”73

category (range of the difference between 5%-10% approximately).74

Figure 2. Descriptive assessment of the sounds present in the recordings during the lockdown:
Adjectives

Table 1. Descriptive assessment of the sounds present in the recordings during the lockdown: Types of
sound sources.

Sound Source % of presence

Road traffic 54.9%
Train 1.6%
Plane 1.1%

Industry 1.1%
Works 11.7%

Commercial activities 5.5%
Leisure activities 7.9%

Neighbours 47.3%
Pets 11.5%
Birds 73.8%
Water 6.3%

Vegetation 25.1%

Focusing now in Figure 2, on average, 76.4% of the respondents did not identify the sounds75

present in the video recording either as “Loud”, “Shrill”, “Noisy” or “Disturbing”, considering the76

two categories “Totally in disagreement” and “In disagreement” together. Conversely, 65.5% of the77

respondents on average were either “In agreement” or “In total agreement” when identifying the78

sounds present in the video recordings either as “Sharp”, “Calming”, or “Pleasant”.79

On the other hand, and following the results shown in Table 1, when we asked volunteers to80

identify the types of sounds present in the video recorders, the most present type of sound was the one81

coming from birds (73.8%), followed by cars (54.9%), and neighbours (47.3%). “Water”, “Vegetation”,82

and “Birds” were “not unpleasant at all” according to the 100%, 98.9%, and 92.6% of the respondents83

(Figure 3). In these cases, the annoyance was the same before and during the lockdown according84

to 87.0%, 80.4%, and 63.7%, respectively (Figure 4). Interestingly, 11.9% of the respondents found85

the sound from “Road Traffic” “not unpleasant at all”. However, when asked more deeply about86

the pleasance of this sound (Figure 4), 66.7% (n = 27) of the respondents who found this sound “not87

unpleasant at all” found it “totally unpleasant” in this second analysis.88
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Figure 3. Assessment of the annoyance of the sources present in the recordings during the lockdown

Figure 4. Comparison of the annoyance before and during the lockdown

At this point in the analysis, it is necessary to contrast the subjective results presented here,89

obtained by means of the questionnaires, with the objective data that can be measured over the90

uploaded videos. The search for all the acoustic events in the registers (all that the questionnaire91

ask for), the evaluation of their impact in terms of equivalent level LAeq, and the dependence of this92

equivalent level with that of the background noise will give us valuable information to compare with93

the subjective answers. Also the processing of the images of the videos will provide us with data about94

the homes environment, which are also key in understanding the perception of sound by citizens.95

4. Conclusions and Future Work96

This research presents the preliminary results of the questionnaires answered by citizens in97

the framework of the project ’Sons al Balcó’. The preliminary results presented here show that the98

volunteers perception of the soundscape has improved during the confinement, and that the typically99

most annoying noise in urban environments (road traffic, plane noise, industry, commercial activities,100

etc) is lower during the lockdown than before the lockdown.101

The dynamics and results of the project have aroused the interest and has become an active102

participation of different social agents of the Catalan territory. This allows us to place this work as103

a starting point for future research activities – maintaining the project objectives – involving other104

knowledge areas such as education, health, environment, and even culture and citizenship. With105

the aim of enabling high social impact by means of the results and the scientific dissemination, we106

will promote collaborative research where social entities, research groups from other disciplines and107
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volunteer citizens will be active agents, in order to design and conduct future collecting campaigns,108

results evaluation and proposals generation.109

Future work after this preliminary results will allow us to perform a comparison between both110

objective (sound and image) and subjective (questionnaires) measures, focusing on the types of noise111

and sound evaluated, in order to compare the objective metrics – SNR, LAeq, by sound, and buildings112

and trees by image – to the perceptions of the citizens described in the questionnaires, and published113

in this work.114
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